
Trust eLight Illuminated Keyboard - Black 
US
Keyboard with bright LED illuminated key characters, for perfect reading in the dark

Article number: 17364 
Barcode: 8713439173642 
GTIN: 08713439173642 

Core content

Brand Trust

Product type Illuminated Keyboard

Colour Black

Keyboard layout QWERTY

Keyboard country code US

Key features - Keyboard with bright LED illuminated key characters, for perfect reading in the dark - Choose from 3 colours or 

switch it off during the day - 10 keys with multimedia functions - Comfortable design for great typing - Easy to 

use: just plug and go

Package contents - Keyboard - User's guide

System requirements - Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP - USB port

Marketing

Extended retailer text Would you be able to see the keys on your keyboard in the dark? Then this keyboard is right for you.

 

eLight-technology

You probably know the problem: You want to work on the computer late at night, but typing is increasingly 

laborious because the lighting is not sufficient. You wish to continue working comfortably without having to turn 
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on the light for the whole room, then this new eLight illuminated keyboard is just the right solution for you. Key 

characters and a bright blue light ensure that the label of your keyboard is clearly legible.

 

Shape and size

Despite its compact size, you don't need to compromise on comfort with this keyboard. The eLight keyboard 

features full size, with a light touch, for very pleasant comfortable typing. With its compact, space-saving 

design the keyboard is perfect for a neat and tidy Workplace.

 

Many features

The eLight illuminated keyboard is not only light to use at night but also during the day. The lighting can be 

switched on and off, easily press a switch. This will simply adapt lighting conditions. Integrated into the keyboard 

are 12 function keys for direct access to useful shortcuts such as the Internet Explorer, your e-mail program or the 

media player.

 

Connect and start!

Like many other products of Trust, the Elight illuminated keyboard is developed according to the "Connecting 

and start" concept. Simply plug in the keyboard and you're ready to start. No Drivers need to installed.
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